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A論 文 内 容 要 旨         E 
 Gas breakdown induced by beam irradiation has been interested on plasma physics and many applications such as rocket 
propulsion. Intense beam induces gas breakdown while forming a strong blast wave acting as a propulsive force. Beamed 
energy propulsion is a novel launching technique using the shock wave induced by repetitive pulse irradiation from a ground 
beam oscillator. Physical essences of the beamed energy propulsion are gas breakdown, interactions between the shock wave 
propagation and the thruster, and rigid motion of the vehicle; these phenomena are numerically simulated to characterize 
dynamics of the beaming flight. New techniques are proposed to improve flight stability and thrust performance of the beamed 
energy vehicle in this study. 
 Beam riding flight becomes unstable because the centering-feedback performance of the vehicle decreases when the angular 
offset increases during the flight, and new approach is required to achieve kilometer-order in-air flight. It is suggested that 
active laser control using a genetic algorithm for the kilometer-order flight while riding a beam line. Interaction between 
unsteady blast-wave propagation and the vehicle is numerically simulated based on fluid-orbit coupling calculation code to 
analyze flight dynamics of a 10-kg vehicle. Using the active laser control, beam-riding flight with an initial translational offset 
of 5 mm is successfully sustained by controlling the angular offset. Introducing system delay of laser control into the flight 
simulator, beam-riding flight is maintained for a 20-ms system delay using delay correction following prediction of the flight 
motion. Robustness of the flying technique for wind perturbation is also examined, indicating that an active control scheme can 
ensure stable flight with a wind of up to 40 m/s. The stability of flight control is assessed when there is a positioning error of 
laser incident light, and flight is stably sustained by keeping the angular offset small for the positioning error with a standard 
deviation of 1 cm. Flight becomes unstable with increase of the system delay and positioning error because translational 
velocity and angular offset simultaneously increase. The flight stability can be improved if the translational and angular 
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impulses are adjusted by changing the vehicle design using our flight simulator as an impulse-design tool. Supersonic flight is 
also achieved by combining the GA controlled laser and the arrayed lasers while suppressing the angular offset during the 
beaming flight. 
 It is useful to correlate a small-scale flight in a laboratory scale with a full-scale flight using a dynamic scaling theory for 
development of the beaming vehicle. For estimating the flight reactions of a full-scale vehicle from reduced-scale tests, a 
scaling theory is constructed for the vehicle size, input energy, moment of inertia, and pulse frequency needed to maintain 
dynamic equivalence between a laboratory-scale and full-scale launch of a laser propulsion vehicle. The dynamic scaling law 
for a single pulse is analytically obtained based on translational and angular equations of motion. The analytical scaling is 
confirmed for a single-pulse incidence using a fluid-orbit coupling simulator for the interaction between the blast wave and the 
vehicle. Motion equivalence is maintained for multiple pulses by adjusting the repetition frequency of the pulse incidence to 
correct for the effect of aerodynamic drag during the free flight of the pulse-to-pulse interval. The flight of a full-scale vehicle 
can be estimated for single- and multiple- pulse operations from the flight data for a small-scale vehicle using the proposed 
scaling theory, which provides correlations between the characteristics of small-scale and large-scale flights. Small-scale tests 
are presented to be useful in estimating the flight dynamics of a full-scale vehicle using dynamic scaling theory. 
 Thrust performance of the beamed energy vehicle decreases with ambient pressure lowering because a propagation speed of 
the breakdown plasma becomes faster with pressure lowering. Energy absorption rate is also decreased due to loss of elastic 
collision at lower pressure, which degrades the thrust performance of the beaming propulsion. For improving the thrust 
performance, an external magnetic field is applied to the breakdown volume to suppress the plasma propagation and improve 
the energy absorption rate by the plasma. Plasma filamentation is induced by the external magnetic field at low ambient 
pressure using intense microwaves. A discrete structure is obtained at low ambient pressure if a strong magnetic field of more 
than 1 T is applied, due to the suppression of electron diffusion, whereas a diffusive pattern is generated with no external field. 
Applying a magnetic field can slow the discharge front propagation due to magnetic confinement of the electron transport. If 
the resonance conditions are satisfied for electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) and its higher harmonics, the propagation speed 
increases because the heated electrons easily ionize neutral particles. The propagation velocity and the pattern of the 
microwave plasma are positively controlled by adjusting two parameters, the electron diffusion coefficient and the ionization 
frequency, through the resonance process and magnetic confinement, and hot, dense filamentary plasma can be concentrated in 
a compact volume to reduce energy loss in a beaming rocket. The thrust performance of a beaming rocket is estimated by 
combining the discharge calculation and computational fluid dynamics. Momentum coupling coefficient drastically increases 
with decreasing the ambient pressure by the ECR heating and becomes 450 times larger than that without magnetic field at 
0.006 atm. Combination of the magnetic confinement and resonance heating substantially improves the impulse performance 
of the beaming rocket. 
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